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Abstract

Collaboration among governmental organizations has been regarded as essential for realizing benefits of e-government investments. Inter-organizational collaboration on e-government can take several forms and can produce varying types of political, organizational, and technological benefits. However, few if any studies have delved deeper into analysis of how chosen modes of collaboration might relate to targeted e-government benefits. This paper studies multiple cases of how contemporary acquisitions and implementations of digital archiving systems have been launched through varying modes of collaboration among Swedish government agencies and municipalities. Our analysis reveals that whereas the target system, digital archive, is the same in all of the studied cases, the expected benefits varies. The article contributes by explaining how selected modes of collaboration in e-government may impact on the particular types of expected benefits.

1. Introduction

E-government aims at improving the efficiency and effectiveness of public organizations and at increasing the quality of public services through applying information and communication technologies (ICT) [1, 2]. However, several e-government initiatives have provided little impact and the envisaged benefits are not always realized [3]. We adhere to a stream of research, which argues that potential benefits of IT investments need to be systematically managed in order to secure their realization [4, 5]. Benefits realization means “the process of organizing and managing such that the potential benefits arising from the use of IS/IT are actually realized” [6, p. 384].

Collaboration has been considered as an essential issue for realizing a great many benefits of e-government [7]. By collaborating public sector organizations intend to co-create value [8] and achieve benefits such as economy of scale in IT investments and information integration across government agencies [7]. In a few countries, such as Sweden, governmental and municipal organizations have traditionally been co-operating only on voluntary basis, which has hindered realization of benefits that could have been reached through tighter collaboration [9].

While the benefits realization concept and several related methods were introduced in the mid-1990s, empirical studies, especially in the public sector, have remained rare [10-12]. Larger adoption of methods and practices for benefits realization in the public sector has thus emerged only recently, e.g. in Norway [13], Denmark [14], and Sweden [15]. Among the reported cases, e.g. [16], the main focus has been at the level of one organization. Recently, Flak and Solli-Saether [13] addressed the importance of understanding interoperability at the government level and described how a central actor coordinates a portfolio of government service providers through a standardized benefits reporting approach. There has been an increasing focus on understanding hindrances and incentives for inter-organizational collaboration on e-government initiatives [7] and initial speculations on how some collaboration dimensions (such as voluntary versus mandatory, [9]) may impact on expected benefits. However, the role of inter-organizational collaboration in relation to benefits realization has remained as an under-researched issue.

Recently, several Swedish governmental and municipal organizations have started collaborating on acquisition and implementation of systems and services for digital archiving. For example, 117 Swedish government agencies plan to invest approximately 60 million Euro in a shared service for digital archiving [17]. This can be compared to 140 to 200 million Euro in estimated costs if each government agency would implement digital archives independently. Similar initiatives have also started in the municipal sector [18]. Due to this emerging opportunity to study multiple acquisition cases on one particular type of e-government system between varying types of collaboration, this paper aims at delving deeper into the question whether and how the selected mode of collaboration (or non-collaboration) may impact on the expected benefits from the
investments. This paper contributes by identifying five different modes of inter-organizational collaboration on e-government investments that can lead to varying expected benefits, depending on the selected mode of collaboration.

The paper is structured as follows. The next section sets up our research background related to inter-organizational collaboration for e-government. Thereafter the research method is described and we present the five identified modes of collaboration. Our analysis results in observations on how modes of collaboration have implications on expected benefits and their realization. The paper ends with conclusions and suggestions for future research.

2. Inter-organizational Collaboration on E-government

Inter-organizational collaboration in the public sector has become more common and today it is more or less considered a self-evident virtue of advanced societies [19]. Common drivers for collaboration are efficiency, sharing of knowledge, and financial imperatives [20]. The underlying purpose is to achieve collaborative advantage that is not possible to achieve alone [21]. The purpose of collaborating is often instrumental, for example to conduct a particular project. Also, collaboration could have ideological intentions, such as participation and empowerment [20]. The effect of collaboration increases with complexity, i.e. complex policies are more effectively implemented if agencies collaborate while easier tasks are better handled without inter-organizational collaboration [22]. However, collaboration is found to be difficult and failures are common [23]. Participants may often have different expectations on the goals and forms of collaboration and the costs of coordination may outweigh the benefits of collaboration [20]. To succeed with collaboration, trust between partners needs to be built over time [24] where the collaborative capacity indicates how big change a relationship can bear without the partners losing trust in the relationship [19].

E-government has emerged as an important area for collaboration in the public sector. E-government initiatives are often intended to improve citizen service and administrative efficiency and it requires seamless services and sharing of information between authorities and are costly to implement. Moreover, e-government initiatives often require that organizations develop new technical knowledge. The development of e-government has been depicted in maturity models [2, 25-26] where the most mature stages involve horizontal collaboration between organizational levels within a public organization and vertical collaboration between different public organizations. In an exploratory study of e-government collaboration among Italian municipalities convention was the most popular way of collaboration while establishing a new public body was the least common [27], see Table 1. A convention is a written collaboration agreement between a group of public agencies in which they define the areas and methods of collaboration. A convention is not a legal entity while a consortium, founded by a group of public agencies, has legal status and only serves its members and is not allowed to offer services externally. A framework agreement entails a common purchasing contract to which the involved public agencies make individual calls. However, Sorrentino & Ferro [27] provide few, if any, details on the differences in benefits between the forms or modes of collaboration.

Table 1. Forms of municipal collaboration for e-government, based on [27, p. 6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of Collaboration</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convention</td>
<td>42 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework Agreement</td>
<td>26 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consortium</td>
<td>16 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited Company</td>
<td>4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Public Body</td>
<td>2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>10 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Method

Comparative case studies [28] were performed in order to gather information about modes of collaboration where we analyzed five cases of Swedish digital archive initiatives. In line with the view that a case should be intentionally chosen based on known characteristics of the case [29], the cases were selected since they all focus on one particular type of e-government system (digital archive) and that the cases have varying characteristics in regards to collaboration. Secondary data in the form of documentation, mainly project documentation, available from the different digital archive initiatives (the cases) have been used as empirical data. The data collected from the cases were complemented with data from a focus group interview and a quantitative survey. The collected data have been analyzed through content analysis.

3.1. Five Cases

This section presents the five digital archive cases studied.

The eARD (e-arkiv och e-diarium) initiative has the goal to develop a common metadata specification for digital archives across the Swedish public sector.
The project was carried out between 2011-2014 and the National Archives of Sweden continues to coordinate and develop the specifications in co-operation with varying public sector organizations being active in the field [30]. Data on the eARD initiative have been gathered through secondary sources and the focus group interview.

In the municipality of Härnösand, the GOINFO project focused on digital preservation and archiving of salary data of municipality employees. According to Swedish legislation, such data need to be preserved for 70 years, and should be available for inquiries, e.g. to set a citizen’s pension. The goal of the project was to make an in-house implementation for receiving salary data from the previous and existing information systems, in which the data had been previously stored [18]. Data of this case consist of public project reports.

The Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (SALAR) represents and supports local authorities in Sweden. SALAR has conducted a project to establish a framework contract for public procurement of digital archives. The goal with the framework contract is to “offer a common way of working and to facilitate the call-off procedure to adopt, manage and develop digital archive” [31]. In December 2014 the first municipality made a call-off from the framework contract. Data on the SALAR initiative have been gathered through secondary sources and complemented with data from the focus group interview and the survey.

Sydarkivera is a Swedish municipal association working as a common archive organization for one county and ten municipalities. The association’s mission is to “perform archiving assignments, manage a joint archive system and act as a common archive authority” [32]. Our data of this case consist of public project reports.

The Swedish National Service Center (NSC) is a public authority that provides services for administrative support to national authorities. NSC has been commissioned by the Swedish government to establish a shared service for digital archives in collaboration with the national archives in Sweden. The aim is to facilitate management of public documentation and to improve the service quality offered to citizens. This is an ongoing project where the Swedish government also has commissioned seven authorities to participate in the project. Our data of this case consist of public project reports. A complete list of the documentation studied for each case can be seen in table 2.

### Table 2. Documentation and sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Documentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eARD</td>
<td>Notes from focus group interviews, Project reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Härnösand</td>
<td>Project reports and project documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions</td>
<td>Notes from focus group interviews, Project description, Guidelines for the framework agreement, Framework agreement related templates, Web site, Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydarkivera</td>
<td>Sydarkivera description, Project report, Sydarkivera description and decision support for statement of intent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Swedish National Service Center</td>
<td>Project report, Published interview with NSC director-general, Press release</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2 The Focus Group Interview and The Survey

Focus groups are discussions about particular topics between selected individuals [33]. The perspectives and experiences of the participants are captured and the focus is on creating a holistic understanding of a specific problem [34]. The focus group interview was organized by SALAR together with two Swedish universities and conducted during one day for a total of five and a half hours. The aim of the focus group interview was to discuss benefits and success factors with digital archives. The focus group participants were selected by purposive sampling [29]. A representative from SALAR selected the participants; selection criteria were that the participants were knowledgeable informants with great experiences from digital archives. Participation was voluntary. Sixteen persons were present during the focus group interview; the participants are presented in table 3.

### Table 3. Focus group interview participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Focus Group Interview Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Municipalities</td>
<td>Seven municipal representatives considered, by SALAR, to be in the forefront of implementing digital archives in Sweden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Swedish Municipal Federation</td>
<td>One representative from an organization coordinating four local government federations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALAR</td>
<td>Two representatives from SALAR Public</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The focus group interview was audio recorded and the researchers took notes during the interview. Researchers notes were reviewed and complemented by listening to the recordings and adding statements that had not been properly transcribed.

In addition, data have been collected through a survey sent out to all 290 municipalities and 20 county councils in Sweden. The survey included questions about if or when municipalities and county councils plan to implement digital archives, if and how municipalities plan to collaborate on digital archives, and what challenges associated with implementing digital archives they envisage. The survey was sent to archive managers and had a response rate of 90%, e.g. 280 responses. The survey helps to form a broader understanding of Swedish authorities’ perception of collaboration and intention to collaborate in regards to acquisition and implementation of digital archives.

3.3. Data Analysis

The data was analyzed using content analysis [35], to from meaning by analyzing and interpreting text data content [36]. In content analysis text is analyzed with the aim to arrange comparable meanings into a number of categories [37]. The sources of the analyzed data are documentation from secondary sources and notes from the focus group interview. Through analyzing the documents and data, the modes of collaboration and benefits were identified and extracted, thereby following the form of a conventional content analysis [36]. In conventional content analysis the researcher forms new understanding by studying the data in depth [38]; predefined categories are not used. Instead, the researcher permits categories to be formed based on the data [36]. This is regarded as a suitable approach when “existing theory or research literature on a phenomenon is limited” [36, p. 1279].

A process for thematic content analysis was followed in this research to categorize the benefits [39]. The process consists of five steps [39]: (i) “familiarizing yourself with your data”, (ii) “generating initial codes”, (iii) “searching for themes”, (iv) “defining and naming themes”, (v) “producing the report”. The first three steps were completed by two of the authors. The three authors of this paper did the last three steps jointly. Consensus and agreements in interpretations were achieved through discussions and working meetings among the team.

4. Results

This section presents our analysis of the five different digital archive cases with regard to their observed mode of collaboration and the benefits sought. Table 4 summarizes each case, the benefits sought, and the characteristics of collaboration, the responsible stakeholder for standardization, and the type of regulation considered in the cases.

4.1. In-house Digital Archive, the Härnösand Initiative

Härnösand (a Swedish municipality with ca. 25 000 inhabitants) acquires and configures a digital archiving solution of its own, in collaboration with a vendor [18]. In connection to the project, a benefits analysis was conducted. The main reason for implementing the system was to ensure compliance to external archiving legislation. Few significant gains from digital interoperability were identified and the cost savings and other benefits from digital archiving were also identified to be relatively minor [18].

The Härnösand case indicates that an in-house archive solution is quick to implement independently by an individual government agency or a municipality, who can select a desired system and the vendor by one’s own choice. Here, in-house development focused on a small-scale implementation and small-scale benefits in the very context of a particular and not directly interoperable digital archive solution. The challenge with the in-house development can be ignorance of other re-use and service re-organization possibilities that would be of interest when adopting more standardized and interoperable solutions [18]. If benefits are to be analyzed and realized only within the scope of one organization and one software application, the identified cost savings and efficiency gains within the narrow scope of analysis do not necessarily warrant investment in the digital archive. On the other hand, adherence to archiving standards, which would increase the interoperability of preserved data beyond the scope of one particular organization or application of interest, would not become significantly more expensive in connection to a new investment effort, if the public sector organization and the vendor
would be aware of the wider scope of expected benefits resulting from the interoperability gains and existing opportunities to utilize readily available standards and standardized solutions.

4.2. Vendor-driven Solution Standards

While many e-government systems have been developed in-house, vendor-initiated ready-to-install products may become de facto standards in some application domains [40]. In the case of digital archive this means that a public organization acquires and implements a standard solution instead of developing an in-house digital archive. Standard solutions are built to meet the requirements of many users and using organizations [41]. Potentially, they provide economy of scale and cost less to acquire and implement than an in-house developed system. They also include tested experience and knowledge from earlier implementations due to the large number of users. Large vendors of standard solutions may also be better positioned than using organizations to keep up with technical advancements [42]. Moreover, suppliers of standard solutions can provide a broader skill-base to support in implementation than the using organization is able to provide [43]. Today there are a several standard application packages available for digital archive, such as Formpipe and Platinia. Several digital archive suppliers also provide their software as a service [44].

4.3. The Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (SALAR) Initiative

SALAR has established a framework agreement to simplify public organizations’ procurement of digital archives. A framework agreement forms a general-level basis for future procurement. Public organizations can procure digital archive as a product or service, and associated consultant services by making call-offs from the agreement. A total of 535 government agencies and municipalities are entitled to make call-offs from the agreement and the survey (in 2014) showed that 22 % of the organizations intended to do so.

Delivery models, payment models, terms, and conditions for future procurement have been established by SALAR and negotiated with several digital archive suppliers. SALAR has negotiated on the behalf of a large number of public organizations. This collaboration initiative thereby promotes economy of scale in regards to lower administration costs for procurement since each individual public organization doesn’t have to carry out and bear the full cost of a complete procurement on their own. SALAR possesses negotiation competence and skills, which in combination with negotiating for a vast number of organizations contributes to negotiation power and a strong position against the suppliers. Thereby SALAR can negotiate favorable prices for digital archives, which is another aspect of how economy of scale is promoted through this initiative. Through the framework agreement individual public organizations can hence benefit from SALAR’s strong negotiation position without themselves engaging in negotiations.

Digital archive procurement is further simplified by the use of common and structured call-off procedures and support. SALAR has created a checklist of activities that need to be carried out when implementing a digital archive. They have also defined guidelines for making a call-off and created templates for call-off requests, requirements specification, delivery and pricing model and contracts. Call-off requests have to be sent to all framework agreement suppliers, within a segment (product or service), and the supplier that meets all the mandatory requirements and with the most economic beneficial bid gets the contract. Making a call-off by following SALAR’s guidelines for procurement individual organizations can ensure they are compliant with the public procurement laws.

In this initiative, a requirements specification for digital archives has been developed by SALAR. The requirements specification is shared with and used by public organizations when making call-offs. SALAR has screened the digital archive market based on the requirements, ensured that the included fifteen digital archive suppliers can provide the requested functionality. Through the requirements specification knowledge is also transferred from SALAR to the public organizations thereby simplifying their requirements engineering processes. All requirements in the requirements specification don’t need to be included when an authority makes a call-off from the agreement. Authorities can remove requirements, change the priority of the requirements and specify them in detail but they are not entitled to add completely new requirements. Authorities should however analyze their needs to determine what requirements they should include in a call-off. One important system requirement, that has been specified by SALAR, is that the supplier system should be compliant with integration standards for data input. The framework thereby promotes interoperability in regards to delivering data to the digital archives.

4.4. The Sydarkivera Initiative

Our survey showed that 28% of local public organizations intended to collaborate on digital archive through an association. In the Sydarkivera initiative a
jointly owned association governed by a board has been formed by a number of public organizations. Each of the association member organizations has a representative on the board. The board has been assigned to act as a common archiving authority for its members; it allows a shared archiving responsibility where the association can take over legal responsibility for archiving from its members. The organization will thus provide digital archive as a service and some other archiving authority functions as a service(s) for its members. This collaboration initiative promotes economy of scale in regards to reduced IT operation costs, reduced archiving costs and reduced IT procurement costs. The association takes over the responsibility for the final storing and preservation of digital public documentation from its member organizations. The member organizations can thereby reduce their own IT operation costs by terminating IT systems, save costs for technical operation and licenses and improved IT architecture and reduced costs in the handling of information when changing system. Archiving costs can be reduced by decreased growth of paper archives facilities and related administration of papers. Archiving costs and digital archive operation costs can also be reduced due to cost efficiency in sharing and maintaining one digital archive service for several organizations. The member organizations, i.e. municipalities, split the costs for the service based on the population size in each municipality.

The shared organization will focus on the core activities of archiving; common capabilities will be built up over time, allowing for an effective and specialized archiving organization to be established. IT system maintenance competence will be developed and offered to the member organizations. The organization will also focus their competence on archiving and offer it as related services to the members. For example support services, information delivery from other systems, education and advice. Buyer competence of IT-systems and archiving specialists that can participate in member organizations’ procurement of new IT systems will also be offered. Laws and regulations competence and authority competences will be established in the organization and common standards and guidelines for archiving will be implemented. Member organizations will thus be supported in complying with archiving laws and regulations and ensuring secure information handling. Support will be offered as document plans, document handling, document review and clearing, and control of decisions (to be taken in accordance with current legislation). As stated in a Sydarkivera project report, this kind of digital archive related competence and capabilities are often not present in the member organizations and there is a shortage of traditional archiving competence. Through this initiative the member organizations can source these capabilities from the association instead of acquiring it locally.

The shared service will use open interfaces and thereby promote interoperability. It fosters information quality and availability through a defined information structure, structured handling of archived information and enhanced information search possibilities. By managing archived information from several organizations the cooperative organization can offer the same information availability to external stakeholders regardless of what organization the information originally belonged to. It facilitates for users to search information thereby fostering the concept of open data.

4.5. The Swedish National Service Center (NSC) Initiative

The Swedish National Service Center (NSC) is a public organization developing digital archive as a service that will be offered to all authorities at the national authority level. The digital archive service is an intermediate archive used before final archiving at the national archives. An authority using the service will still be the responsible archiving authority and thereby keeping the information owner responsibility.

NSCs archiving service fosters economies of scale, in the short and long term, both for individual authorities and the national administration as a whole. The acquisition, operation, maintenance and development of digital archive systems are centralized. It’s a cost effective alternative by better use of resources when a number of authorities share a service.

In the short term, it is more cost-effective to establish one common digital archive service centrally; the investment cost for digital archive can thereby be reduced. Resources for specifying requirements, procurement, development and implementation are concentrated centrally. In the long term, cost efficiency and the relative cost can be reduced in operation and maintenance of the digital archive and by the use of common business processes and standards related to archiving, eBuilder for instance forecasts the solution to lower the total investment cost for digital archiving by 80 percent [45]. Individual authorities can also save costs through terminating systems (technical operation and licenses) and reduce costs related to paper handling and archiving facilities. The digital archive service that NSC procures and establishes can potentially be used by the entire national administration. NSC is thereby a strong buyer with a strong negotiation power.

This initiative enables specialized archiving competence and capabilities to be formed through
In the NSC initiative interoperability is promoted by adopting integration standards and by taking into account interoperability aspects such as legal, organizational, semantic and technical. Through integration and standardized storing of information, the digital archive facilitates the transfer of information to the national archives for final archiving. It will also facilitate access to information for authorities, citizens and companies; information availability is thereby promoted. Information availability is further strengthened by new e-services and better information search possibilities. The service also fosters information quality through secure and correct storing of information and established processes for archiving thereby minimizing risk of loss of information.

5. Analysis of Collaboration Modes

In this section the derived collaboration modes are summarized in table 4 and the different modes are discussed.

In the In-house collaboration mode an archive is developed and maintained by the individual public organization either through in-house development or through a software developing company. In this mode there is no collaboration connected to procurement, implementation and operation of IT systems among public organizations, although collaboration in the form of information sharing can exist. Benefits with in-house development are that a full autonomy can be kept, and a customized system can be implemented rather quickly responding to a primary purpose at hand. However, the scale of benefits identification (and later on benefits realization) may remain at a low level, forgetting the larger-scale benefits that could be reaped from interoperability and the potential of data use for secondary purposes beyond the primary requirement of legislative compliance.

In the Vendor-driven collaboration mode a standard IT system is developed by a vendor and offered as a service to several public organizations. Benefits with this collaboration mode are related to economy of scale, tested experiences and knowledge from previous implementations, keeping up with technical advancements and a broad skill-base provided by vendors. However, if the dominating vendors would not follow open standards, potential benefits from digitally archived data beyond the vendor’s solution sphere could be hindered.

In the Cooperative technology collaboration mode a public organization establishes a framework agreement with conditions for acquisition of IT systems and negotiates with one or several vendors. Public organizations can procure IT systems (as a product or service) and related support services by making call-offs from the agreement. Benefits with this collaboration mode are mostly related to simplified procurement through pre-negotiated conditions for procurement, support and standard procedures for making call-offs. It also promotes economy of scale since procurement is carried out centrally; leading to reduce costs for procurement and IT systems. Another benefit that can be achieved in this mode is simplified requirements engineering for public organizations.

In the Cooperative authority service mode a jointly owned organization governed by a board or committee (association) is managing a specific area of responsibility and IT support system for its member organizations. The association can form an independent common authority enabling the association’s organization to take over the legal responsibility (partial or full) for a specific area from its member organizations. This collaboration mode promotes economy of scale due to a shared service where costs for IT procurement, IT operation and maintenance can be reduced. In this mode common capabilities can be developed and focused on a specific area. It allows for an effective and specialized organization with capabilities that can be sourced by its member organizations. This collaboration mode can also promote interoperability, information quality, availability and open data.

In the Public organization service mode an independent public organization provides an IT system as a service to a number of authorities. In this mode the operation, maintenance and development of the IT system is centralized. This mode shares many of the benefits with the cooperative authority service mode, i.e. economy of scale, interoperability, and information quality and information availability. One main difference is that in this mode the organization responsible for the service is an independent organization, as the customers are not co-owners of the service organization. Further, the organization is not a common authority and thereby doesn’t take over partial or full responsibility for a specific area. Thereby, even though law and regulation compliance can be fostered, the service organization doesn’t take over legal responsibilities.
Table 4. Comparison of collaboration modes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>In-house</td>
<td>Vendor-driven technology</td>
<td>Cooperative technology</td>
<td>Cooperative authority service</td>
<td>Public organization service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale</td>
<td>IT system developed and maintained by the individual public organization either through in-house development or through a software developing company.</td>
<td>Standard IT system developed by a supplier and offered as a product or service to several public organizations.</td>
<td>Established framework agreement with conditions for acquisition from which several public organizations can procure an IT solution.</td>
<td>Jointly owned organization governed by a board or committee managing a specific area of responsibility and IT support system for its member organizations.</td>
<td>Public organization, offering IT system as a Service to a number of authorities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Full autonomy</td>
<td>Economy of scale</td>
<td>Economy of scale</td>
<td>Economy of scale</td>
<td>Economy of scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary purpose</td>
<td>Tested experience and knowledge</td>
<td>Simplified procurement</td>
<td>Common capability</td>
<td>Specialized archiving competence and capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System customization</td>
<td>Latest technology</td>
<td>Shared system requirements</td>
<td>Interoperability and information availability</td>
<td>Interoperability, information availability and information quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Broad skill-base for support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of collaboration</td>
<td>Limited collaboration</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Technology, contract</td>
<td>Technology, cooperation agreement, service</td>
<td>Technology, control, service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible for standardization</td>
<td>Individual public organization</td>
<td>Vendor-initiated de facto standard</td>
<td>Group of public organizations</td>
<td>Central authority</td>
<td>Central authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of regulation</td>
<td>What</td>
<td>What, how influenced by vendor’s functionality and information model</td>
<td>What, how influenced by chosen technology and standards</td>
<td>What, how influenced by chosen technology and standards</td>
<td>What and how</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Discussion

Our analysis above shows how inter-organizational collaboration (or non-collaboration) modes for acquiring and implementing digital archive solutions and services vary. Some of the modes resemble the forms of collaboration in the Italian context [27]. For example the mode III Cooperative technology is similar to their “Framework Agreement”. Our mode IV Cooperative authority service is a combination of “New Public Body and “Consortium” but also includes the provisioning of a software service. Sorrentino and Ferro [27] report on vendor-driven solutions but do not consider it a form of collaboration as we do in the Vendor-driven mode II. We did not identify a mode similar to “Limited Company” in the Swedish context. Further, the mode V Public organization service does not resemble any of the Italian [27] modes and the modes proposed are not restricted to local governments, but are instead based on initiatives on both local and national level.

Alongside observing variations among the collaboration forms, the expected benefits sought by the initiatives varied as well. The analysis shows how benefits expected from digital archive initiatives vary, and can be, to some extent, related to the chosen mode of development collaboration. That is, the chosen collaboration mode may have impact on which benefits are sought in the first place – or, the expected benefits may have impact on which collaboration mode is chosen. While our analysis at this stage does not yet provide clear hypotheses in this regard, already these initial observations will inspire our further research aims to explore the relations of chosen collaboration modes and expected...
(and, furthermore, realized) benefits in more detail. That is, we aim at creating more testable hypotheses through further data collection and analysis.

Based on our initial findings, we expect that further research efforts on these cases (and beyond) could result in a more in-depth precursory theory for varying modes of inter-organizational collaboration on e-government investments that can lead to varying expected benefits, depending on the selected mode of collaboration. Analysis of digital archive development cases and collaborations in the Swedish context represents a rare opportunity where we actually can simultaneously study several cases on one particular type of e-government system while the modes of collaborations to acquire and implement such systems vary. This makes theorizing of relationships between varying modes of collaboration and variance of benefits-to-be-realized possible. As such, our research brings the aspect collaboration modes into the discussion in connection with benefits realization methods, practices and strategies in the public sector, which have so far largely focused on the level of one organization [cf. 16], or only one mode of collaboration, where a dominant actor in a public sector coordinates overall development of e-government services in one domain [13].

### 7. Conclusions and Future Work

The aim of this paper is to investigate whether and how the selected mode of collaboration may impact on the expected benefits from e-government investments. We conclude that public organizations use different modes of collaboration and that the expected benefits vary between the modes. We contribute with five modes of e-government collaboration.

Our future work aims at deepening our analysis and follow the selected cases until they can report also on the realized benefits. A shortcoming of the current piece of research is its focus on the expected and justified benefits in the analyzed projects, while the on-going investments naturally cannot yet document the actual realized benefits. One important area of analysis is to identify the costs of collaboration, or coordination costs [20] and how they are affected by the mode of collaboration. This requires a set of longitudinal case studies, which we have now started to get committed into. Our results should also carry interest beyond the digital archive researchers. For example, such domains of information systems and infrastructural e-government issues as electronic patient records, e-government platforms (e.g. the x-roads in Estonia), broadband investments and use of personal computers in schools could well be operationalized through varying modes of inter-organizational collaboration in the public sector. Here, an emerging theory in the field of digital archive (which, in our mind, represents an infrastructural e-government investment) could be further refined and validated with replication studies on other domains of infrastructural e-government programs. As development of e-government and related inter-agency collaborations are unlikely to stop in the foreseeable future, this type of theorizing would carry also practical importance and value for the future practitioners and researchers alike. Anyhow, our next step will be the longitudinal validation of whether the expected benefits and their variations under the diverging collaboration modes will be realized.
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